Capitalism

Capitalism—people have the right to own ______, become entrepreneurs, and make ______ with no government interference.

Capitalism led to new ideas which led to the revolution.

Explain in more detail how Capitalism led to the Industrial Revolution.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION—When goods that were once made by ______ were now made by ______. The Industrial Revolution began in ______

Early Inventions

The spinning ______, invented by James Hargreaves, made it easier to spin ______.

Richard Arkwright invented the water ______ which used fast moving ______ to spin thread faster.

Edmund Cartwright invented the water powered ______. It wove cloth 200 times faster but the mill must be located on ______.
Revolution Comes to America

Slater was hired by M. Brown and built the first spinning ______ in Rhode Island.

This began the ______ system in The United States which brought workers and ______ together to produce goods.

Samuel ______ memorized plans to one of the mills went to the U.S.

England wanted to keep their inventions a ______.

Why would England want to keep their inventions a ______.

secret?

Eli Whitney

Eli ______ invented the _______ _______ to clean the cotton of its seeds.

The cotton gin could do the work of ______ people with only one worker.

Before this it took ______ many hours to clean cotton.

Whitney also created a way to make parts that were exactly alike by machine. This was known as ______ parts.

Now when something broke, it wouldn't have to be replaced by hand.

This led to ______ production—manufacture of goods in ______ amounts.

How would the invention of the cotton gin actually increase slavery? ______
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